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Oracle 10g/11g Data and Database Management UtilitiesPackt Publishing, 2009

	Does your database look complicated? Are you finding it difficult to interact with it? Database interaction is a part of the daily routine for all database professionals. Using Oracle Utilities the user can benefit from improved maintenance windows, optimized backups, faster data transfers, and more reliable security and in general can do...
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Fiber Optics Technician's ManualThomson Delmar Learning, 2000
Fiber Optic Technician's Manual, now in its second edition, continues to serve as a practical guide for the designer, installer, and troubleshooter of fiber optic cable plants and networks used in today's communications systems. Comprehensive in scope, this book addresses applications of fiber optics including telephone, CATV, and computer...
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Panda3D 1.6 Game Engine Beginner's GuidePackt Publishing, 2011

	Panda3D is a game engine, a framework for 3D rendering and game development for Python and C++ programs. It includes graphics, audio, I/O, collision detection, and other abilities relevant to the creation of 3D games. Also, Panda3D is Open Source and free for any purpose, including commercial ventures. This book will enable you to create...
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Microsoft® Windows® Registry Guide, Second EditionMicrosoft Press, 2005
Understand how the registry works—and customize Windows to run the way you want.

Get the in-depth information you need to modify—and seamlessly manage—the Windows registry. Written for IT professionals and power users, this vital resource reveals little-known registry techniques, tricks, tips, and...
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FreeBSD Corporate Networker's Guide (With CD-ROM)Pearson Education, 2000
"FreeBSD has been the secret weapon of serious network administrators for many years now and this book should provide a welcome introduction to those who have yet to discover it for themselves."
 --Jordan Hubbard, Co-founder, The FreeBSD Project

 FreeBSD is the engine that runs on some...
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The Definitive Guide to Windows Installer (Expert's Voice in Net)Apress, 2004
When a company builds and ships software, the installation process is often  the first opportunity for a customer to view the product and the company—and the  installation experience can make or break a lasting impression. So this book is  ideal for companies and developers who want to impress their clientele.

This book covers...
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Oracle DBA Scripting Quick ReferencePrentice Hall, 2004
The fast, practical Oracle 9i/10g automation reference for every DBA!

Automate Oracle—and save your time for more important tasks! This is the Oracle automation reference every working Oracle DBA needs...concise, straightforward, and incredibly easy to use. Discover proven solutions for automating...
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Fiber Optic Installer's Field Manual (First-Choice Field Manuals)McGraw-Hill, 2000
Step-by-step field guide for fiber optic cable installation. Bob Chomycz's put-it-in-your-pocket-and-go Fiber Optic Installer's Field Manual explains fiber optic cable installation via an extremely effective, heavily illustrated, step-by-step approach. This easy-look-up compendium gives you diagrams and procedures you can count on, whether you're...
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Instant UbuntuPackt Publishing, 2013

	Your complete guide to making the switch to Ubuntu


	Overview

	
		Learn something new in an Instant! A short, fast, focused guide delivering immediate results
	
		Focuses on making new users feel comfortable switching to Ubuntu
	
		Discover the top applications and features
	...
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Deploying Visual FoxPro SolutionsHentzenwerke Publishing, 2004
A comprehensive resource for setting up, installing,  maintaining, and distributing software written in Visual FoxPro, this guide will  help developers launch a successful application deployment.

Ship it! Music to your ears or words that cause a cold sweat as you realize  you now need to deploy the solution you...
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Visual Studio 2010 Best PracticesPackt Publishing, 2012


	When you are developing on the Microsoft platform, Visual Studio 2010

	offers you a range of powerful tools and makes the entire process easier and

	faster. After learning it, if you think that you can sit back and relax, you cannot

	be further away from truth. To beat the crowd, you need to be better than others,

	learn tips and...
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Developing Blackberry Tablet Applications with Flex 4.5O'Reilly, 2011

	
		In 2011, Research in Motion (RIM) introduced an entirely new operating system known as the BlackBerry Tablet OS. The first device using this new operating system was released in May of 2011 and was known as the BlackBerry PlayBook. Through Adobe’s partnership with RIM, this new operating system was built fully integrated with...
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